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  Royalism, Print and Censorship in Revolutionary England Jason
McElligott,2007 A study of the content and methods of royalist propaganda via
newsbooks in the crucial period following the end of the first civil war.
This is a study of a remarkable set of royalist newsbooks produced in
conditions of strict secrecy in London during the late 1640s. It uses these
flimsy, ephemeral sheets of paper to rethink the nature of both royalism and
Civil War allegiance. Royalism, Print and Censorship in Revolutionary England
moves beyond the simple and simplistic dichotomies of 'absolutism' versus
'constitutionalism'. In doing so, it offers a nuanced, innovative and
exciting visionof a strangely neglected aspect of the Civil Wars. Print has
always been seen as a radical, destabilizing force: an agent of social change
and revolution. Royalism, Print and Censorship in Revolutionary England
demonstrates, bycontrast, how lively, vibrant and exciting the use of print
as an agent of conservatism could be. It seeks to rescue the history of
polemic in 1640s and 1650s England from an undue preoccupation with the
factional squabbles of leading politicians. In doing so, it offers a
fundamental reappraisal of the theory and practice of censorship in early-
modern England, and of the way in which we should approach the history of
books and print-culture. JASON McELLIGOTT is the J.P.R. Lyell Research Fellow
in the History of the Early Modern Printed Book at Merton College, Oxford.
  Press Censorship in Jacobean England Cyndia Susan Clegg,2001-08-16 This
2001 book examines the ways in which books were produced, read and received
during the reign of King James I. It challenges prevailing attitudes that
press censorship in Jacobean England differed little from either the 'whole
machinery of control' enacted by the Court of Star Chamber under Elizabeth or
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the draconian campaign implemented by Archbishop Laud, during the reign of
Charles I. Cyndia Clegg, building on her earlier study Press Censorship in
Elizabethan England, contends that although the principal mechanisms for
controlling the press altered little between 1558 and 1603, the actual
practice of censorship under King James I varied significantly from
Elizabethan practice. The book combines historical analysis of documents with
literary reading of censored texts and exposes the kinds of tensions that
really mattered in Jacobean culture. It will be an invaluable resource for
literary scholars and historians alike.
  Purity in Print Paul S. Boyer,1968
  Areopagitica John Milton,2020-11-03 Areopagitica: A speech for the Liberty
of Unlicensed Printing to the Parliament of England is John Milton's famous
tract against censorship. Named after a speech by Isocrates, a fifth century
BC Athenian orator, the work is counted as one of the most influential and
inspired defenses of the right to freedom of expression in history. It is
also a personal issue for Milton who was submitted to censorship himself when
he tried to publish his defenses of divorce, radical works for the time that
gained no quarter with censors. Distributed as a pamphlet, Milton's powerful
arguments against 1643's Licensing Order note that classical Greek and Roman
society was never subjected to such censorship, and he uses many classical
and biblical references to reinforce his argument.
  U. S. Censorship Regulations United States. Office of Censorship,1943
  Encyclopedia of Censorship Jonathon Green,Nicholas J. Karolides,2014-05-14
Articles examine the history and evolution of censorship, presented in A to Z
format.
  Free Speech and Censorship Around the Globe Péter Molnár,2015-02-01 This
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book focuses on regulatory challenges of creating and sustaining freedom of
speech and freedom of information two decades after the fall of the Berlin
wall, in global, comparative context. Some chapters overview, others address
specific issues, or describe country case studies. Instead of trying to
provide an exhaustive assessment which in one volume might not reach deeper
analyzes of contextual details, this book will shed light on and help better
understanding of general challenges for freedom of speech and information
through varying comparative examples and highlighting important regulatory
questions.
  Censorship and Conflict in Seventeenth-Century England Randy
Robertson,2015-10-20 Censorship profoundly affected early modern writing.
Censorship and Conflict in Seventeenth-Century England offers a detailed
picture of early modern censorship and investigates the pressures that
censorship exerted on seventeenth-century authors, printers, and publishers.
In the 1600s, Britain witnessed a civil war, the judicial execution of a
king, the restoration of his son, and an unremitting struggle among crown,
parliament, and people for sovereignty and the right to define “liberty and
property.” This battle, sometimes subtle, sometimes bloody, entailed a
struggle for the control of language and representation. Robertson offers a
richly detailed study of this “censorship contest” and of the craft that
writers employed to outflank the licensers. He argues that for most parties,
victory, not diplomacy or consensus, was the ultimate goal. This book differs
from most recent works in analyzing both the mechanics of early modern
censorship and the poetics that the licensing system produced—the forms and
pressures of self-censorship. Among the issues that Robertson addresses in
this book are the workings of the licensing machinery, the designs of art and
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obliquity under a regime of censorship, and the involutions of authorship
attendant on anonymity.
  Field Press Censorship United States. Department of the Army,1967
  Studies and Essays: Censorship and Art John Galsworthy,2022-12-08
Reproduction of the original.
  Studies on the Soviet Union ,1971
  Office of censorship, Office of civilian defense, Office of coordinator of
inter-American affairs, Office of defense transportation, Office of
scientific research and development, Office of war information, War
production board, War shipping administration United States. Congress. House.
Committee on Appropriations,1943
  Areopagitica John Milton,2020-05-20 Areopagitica: A speech for the Liberty
of Unlicensed Printing to the Parliament of England is John Milton's famous
tract against censorship. Named after a speech by Isocrates, a fifth century
BC Athenian orator, the work is counted as one of the most influential and
inspired defenses of the right to freedom of expression in history. It is
also a personal issue for Milton who was submitted to censorship himself when
he tried to publish his defenses of divorce, radical works for the time that
gained no quarter with censors. Distributed as a pamphlet, Milton's powerful
arguments against 1643's Licensing Order note that classical Greek and Roman
society was never subjected to such censorship, and he uses many classical
and biblical references to reinforce his argument.They, who to states and
governors of the Commonwealth direct their speech, High Court of Parliament,
or, wanting such access in a private condition, write that which they foresee
may advance the public good; I suppose them, as at the beginning of no mean
endeavour, not a little altered and moved inwardly in their minds: some with
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doubt of what will be the success, others with fear of what will be the
censure; some with hope, others with confidence of what they have to speak.
And me perhaps each of these dispositions, as the subject was whereon I
entered, may have at other times variously affected; and likely might in
these foremost expressions now also disclose which of them swayed most, but
that the very attempt of this address thus made, and the thought of whom it
hath recourse to, hath got the power within me to a passion, far more welcome
than incidental to a preface.Which though I stay not to confess ere any ask,
I shall be blameless, if it be no other than the joy and gratulation which it
brings to all who wish and promote their country's liberty; whereof this
whole discourse proposed will be a certain testimony, if not a trophy. For
this is not the liberty which we can hope, that no grievance ever should
arise in the Commonwealth-that let no man in this world expect; but when
complaints are freely heard, deeply considered and speedily reformed, then is
the utmost bound of civil liberty attained that wise men look for. To which
if I now manifest by the very sound of this which I shall utter, that we are
already in good part arrived, and yet from such a steep disadvantage of
tyranny and superstition grounded into our principles as was beyond the
manhood of a Roman recovery, it will be attributed first, as is most due, to
the strong assistance of God our deliverer, next to your faithful guidance
and undaunted wisdom, Lords and Commons of England. Neither is it in God's
esteem the diminution of his glory, when honourable things are spoken of good
men and worthy magistrates; which if I now first should begin to do, after so
fair a progress of your laudable deeds, and such a long obligement upon the
whole realm to your indefatigable virtues, I might be justly reckoned among
the tardiest, and the unwillingest of them that praise ye. Nevertheless there
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being three principal things, without which all praising is but courtship and
flattery: First, when that only is praised which is solidly worth praise:
next, when greatest likelihoods are brought that such things are truly and
really in those persons to whom they are ascribed: the other, when he who
praises, by showing that such his actual persuasion is of whom he writes, can
demonstrate that he flatters not; the former two of these I have heretofore
endeavoured, rescuing the employment from him who went about to impair your
merits with a trivial and malignant encomium; the latter as belonging chiefly
to mine own acquittal, that whom I so extolled I did not flatter, hath been
reserved opportunely to this occasion.
  The Oxford History of Protestant Dissenting Traditions, Volume I John
Coffey,2020-05-29 The Oxford History of Protestant Dissenting Traditions,
Volume I traces the emergence of Anglophone Protestant Dissent in the post-
Reformation era between the Act of Uniformity (1559) and the Act of
Toleration (1689). It reassesses the relationship between establishment and
Dissent, emphasising that Presbyterians and Congregationalists were serious
contenders in the struggle for religious hegemony. Under Elizabeth I and the
early Stuarts, separatists were few in number, and Dissent was largely
contained within the Church of England, as nonconformists sought to reform
the national Church from within. During the English Revolution (1640-60),
Puritan reformers seized control of the state but splintered into rival
factions with competing programmes of ecclesiastical reform. Only after the
Restoration, following the ejection of two thousand Puritan clergy from the
Church, did most Puritans become Dissenters, often with great reluctance.
Dissent was not the inevitable terminus of Puritanism, but the contingent and
unintended consequence of the Puritan drive for further reformation. The
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story of Dissent is thus bound up with the contest for the established
Church, not simply a heroic tale of persecuted minorities contending for
religious toleration. Nevertheless, in the half century after 1640, religious
pluralism became a fact of English life, as denominations formed and
toleration was widely advocated. The volume explores how Presbyterians,
Congregationalists, Baptists, and Quakers began to forge distinct identities
as the four major denominational traditions of English Dissent. It tracks the
proliferation of Anglophone Protestant Dissent beyond England—in Wales,
Scotland, Ireland, the Dutch Republic, New England, Pennsylvania, and the
Caribbean. And it presents the latest research on the culture of Dissenting
congregations, including their relations with the parish, their worship,
preaching, gender relations, and lay experience.
  Political Censorship Robert Justin Goldstein,2001 This anthology examines
Love's Labours Lost from a variety of perspectives and through a wide range
of materials. Selections discuss the play in terms of historical context,
dating, and sources; character analysis; comic elements and verbal conceits;
evidence of authorship; performance analysis; and feminist interpretations.
Alongside theater reviews, production photographs, and critical commentary,
the volume also includes essays written by practicing theater artists who
have worked on the play. An index by name, literary work, and concept rounds
out this valuable resource.
  The Revolution in Freedoms of Press and Speech Wendell Bird,2020-02-28 This
book discusses the revolutionary broadening of concepts of freedom of press
and freedom of speech in Great Britain and in America in the late eighteenth
century, in the period that produced state declarations of rights and then
the First Amendment and Fox's Libel Act. The conventional view of the history
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of freedoms of press and speech is that the common law since antiquity
defined those freedoms narrowly, and that Sir William Blackstone in 1769, and
Lord Chief Justice Mansfield in 1770, faithfully summarized the common law in
giving a very narrow definition of those freedoms as mere liberty from prior
restraint and not liberty from punishment after something was printed or
spoken. This book proposes, to the contrary, that Blackstone carefully
selected the narrowest definition that had been suggested in popular essays
in the prior seventy years, in order to oppose the growing claims for much
broader protections of press and speech. Blackstone misdescribed his summary
as an accepted common law definition, which in fact did not exist. A year
later, Mansfield inserted a similar definition into the common law for the
first time, also misdescribing it as a long-accepted definition, and soon
misdescribed the unique rules for prosecuting sedition as having an equally
ancient pedigree. Blackstone and Mansfield were not declaring the law as it
had long been, but were leading a counter-revolution about the breadth of
freedoms of press and speech, and cloaking it as a summary of a narrow common
law doctrine that in fact was nonexistent. That conflict of revolutionary
view and counter-revolutionary view continues today. For over a century, a
neo-Blackstonian view has been dominant, or at least very influential, among
historians. Contrary to those narrow claims, this book concludes that the
broad understanding of freedoms of press and speech was the dominant context
of the First Amendment and of Fox's Libel Act, and that it enjoyed greater
historical support.
  Armed Forces Censorship United States. Department of the Army,1964
  Alleged Executions Without Trial in France United States. Congress. Senate.
Special Committee on Alleged Executions Without Trial in France,1923
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  EBOOK: The Media In Russia Anna Arutunyan,2009-09-16 This book introduces
readers to the Russian media, its current landscape, and its history by
outlining the chief challenges faced by Russian journalists on their quest
for media freedom. Focusing on how the Government has traditionally
controlled the media through censorship, financial involvement, and relations
between media moguls and the State, the book analyses to what extent the
Russian media has become 'free' since the fall of Communism. The author
questions whether freedom is possible at all in a society where the media has
traditionally been so closely linked to the State. There are chapters on
different forms of media including print, television, radio and the Internet.
Each chapter identifies the main hurdles faced by the particular medium and
considers the potential it has for becoming truly independent. Key features
include: Vivid examples and case studies of the power play between television
and the State during the tumultuous 1990s Clear outline of various different
forms of media Comprehensive historical overview supported with examples from
relevant publications Drawing on her own experience as a professional
journalist, the author, provides a first hand account of what journalists in
Russia are encountering today. This position allows the author to frankly
discuss the tangible issues that impact those involved in the media and their
audiences. By providing both a description of the current situation and an
overview of Russian media history, The Media in Russia offers a unique
introduction to the field and is key reading for students across various
disciplines including Russian studies, media studies and politics.
  Areopagitica John Milton,2020-11-03 Areopagitica: A speech for the Liberty
of Unlicensed Printing to the Parliament of England is John Milton's famous
tract against censorship. Named after a speech by Isocrates, a fifth century
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BC Athenian orator, the work is counted as one of the most influential and
inspired defenses of the right to freedom of expression in history. It is
also a personal issue for Milton who was submitted to censorship himself when
he tried to publish his defenses of divorce, radical works for the time that
gained no quarter with censors. Distributed as a pamphlet, Milton's powerful
arguments against 1643's Licensing Order note that classical Greek and Roman
society was never subjected to such censorship, and he uses many classical
and biblical references to reinforce his argument.
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2014 copd utilizing guideline based
care to improve outcomes chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease
guidance and gold guidelines for copd
diagnosis history amp 2014 guidelines
copd 2015 guidelines the 2015 update
of the global copd gold 2014
slideshare global initiative for
chronic obstructive l
copyrighted material do not copy or
distribute - Feb 09 2023
web 2014 january 2015 and january
2016 were based on updated scientific
literature published since the
completion of the 2011 document but
maintain the same treatment paradigm
the 2015 update added an appendix on
asthma copd overlap syndrome material
prepared jointly by the gold and gina
science committees
2014 updated gold scenarios journal
of the copd foundation - Jul 14 2023
web however the choice of an adequate
cut point remains debatable the

updated gold 2014 guidelines suggest
a cut point for the ccq between 1 0 1
5 points 9 while the current study
suggests a ccq cut point of 0 6
points and a mmrc grade of 1 matching
with a cat cut point of 10 points to
reach the best agreement e figure 2
and e figure 3
gold guidelines 2014 pdf pdf chronic
obstructive - Jun 13 2023
web gold guidelines 2014 pdf stage 2
copd is considered moderate gold
documents are protected by copyright
gold recommends vaccination for
pneumonia and seasonal influenza your
message has been sent copd includes
both emphysema and chronic bronchitis
in general copd is a very complex
disease
global initiative for chronic disease
gold - Jan 08 2023
web more than 3 million people died
of copd in 2012 accounting for 6 of
all deaths globally copd represents
an important public health challenge
that is both
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gold guidelines 2011 what are the
implications for primary - Aug 03
2022
web jul 11 2012   management the 2011
gold guidelines have condensed the
goals of stable copd management into
two major aims 1 reduction of
symptoms and 2 reduction of future
risk this is shown in figure 2
korektor zdrowia whc problemy
pacjentów konferencje nt - Jul 02
2022
web korektor zdrowia whc problemy
pacjentów konferencje nt zdrowia
update of gold guidelines primary
care respiratory society - Dec 07
2022
web the pcrs uk quick guide draws on
gold as well as nice copd guidelines
quality standards and on other
relevant national guidance for oxygen
pulmonary rehabilitation and
spirometry practical and easy to read
it is an excellent succinct patient
centred guide to the diagnosis and
management of copd appropriate for

the generalist primary care
2023 gold report global initiative
for chronic obstructive - Apr 11 2023
web evidence based strategy document
for copd diagnosis management and
prevention with citations from the
scientific literature view 2023
executive summaries including a
podcast discussion between dr alvar
agusti and erj regarding the new
changes view the 2023 summary of
changes download 2023 gold report
liquid ring vacuum pumps cl series
solutions nash - Jun 06 2023
web capacity 240 to 16 500 m3 h 140
to 14 800 acfm the nash cl liquid
ring vacuum pump compressor series
delivers classic nash performance
with a broad range of suction volume
vacuum and pressure this single stage
liquid ring vacuum pump compressor
series is available in 12 different
models with capacity ranging from 240
to
liquid ring pumps compressors vectra
xl nash - Apr 04 2023
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web moreover nash gas scavenging
improves pump performance at high
vacuum levels gas scavenging
minimizes the slip of gas from
discharge to the inlet this improves
capacity at deep level vacuum
certifications nash vectra xl vacuum
pumps meet high combustible range
standards and are atex approved
performance evaluation of vacuum
system pump down time - Oct 30 2022
web the different types of vacuum
pumps are available for dif ferent
pressure ranges of vacuum noramally
the manufactu rere provides the
characteristics curve showing
relation of pumping speed versus
pressure for each vacuum pump this
characteristic curve helps to
determine the pump down time in ideal
situation pump down time is the time
sc brochure metric english nash pdf
catalogs technical - Jul 07 2023
web other nash products integral 2
stage liquid ring pumps with improved
performance at vacuum levels down to

0 8 hga 27 mbar designed to handle
large amounts of liquid carryover
without difficulty capacity of 100 to
2 240 cfm with vacuum to 0 8 hga
capacity of 170 to 3 740 m3 h with
vacuum to 27 mbar abs sizes range
from one inch 25mm to
cl liquid ring vacuum pumps and
compressors sigma - Sep 28 2022
web cl liquid ring vacuum pumps and
compressors nash cl vacuum pumps
compressors when to select a nash cl
pump when liquid may carry over when
air carries solid contaminants when
gas is corrosive when vapor is to be
reclaimed when you want smooth
operation
performance curve curva de desempenho
torr engenharia - Jun 25 2022
web are you looking for the
performance curve of the old nash
vacuum pumps models h7 and h8 some of
these old pumps are still running
after more than 50 years here they
are click here to download the
performance curves h7 h8 vacuum pumps
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clique aqui para fazer o download das
curvas bombas de vácuo h7 h8
cl brochure english nash pdf catalogs
directindustry - Sep 09 2023
web open the catalog to page 1 nash
cl vacuum pumps compressors when
liquid may carry over when air
carries solid contaminants when vapor
is to be reclaimed when you want
smooth operation when you need
reliability cl pumps are single stage
vacuum pumps ideal for demanding
applications in extremely tough
conditions
robust liquid ring vacuum pumps
systems nash - Jan 01 2023
web medium capacity large capacity
two stage 2bv5 monoblock liquid ring
vacuum pumps suction capacity 95 to
340 acfm 160 to 580 m 3 h vacuum
range 1 inhga 33 mbar abs learn more
2bm1 mag drive liquid ring vacuum
pumps compressors suction capacity 75
to 900 acfm 125 to 1 500 m 3 h vacuum
range to 1 inhga 33 mbar
catalogue sheet katalogblatt 2be1 253

0 machinenet nl - Mar 23 2022
web gardner denver nash aug 2006 july
1992 page seite 8 8 changes without
prior notice catalogue sheet 2be1 253
0 pumps Änderungen vorbehalten
edition a6 en de drive variations
antriebsvarianten recommended direct
empfohlener direktantrieb vacuum pump
with 3 phase motor b3 coupling with
guard mounted on a baseplate
vectra sx liquid ring vacuum pumps
and compressors - Aug 28 2022
web higher standard in liquid ring
pumps nash liquid ring pumps produced
by gardner denver have been setting
the standard in performance and
reliability for over 100 years that
standard has been redefined with the
vectra sx line of
2bv series vacuum pump polak - May 25
2022
web steam its suction pressure can
reach 33m bar abs i e 97 vacuum
degree if the transformer oil is used
as the operating liquid these pumps
are called oil ring vacuum pump and
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the suction pressure can reach 6
7mbar abs i e 99 vacuum degree so the
oil ring vacuum pumps can replace the
reciprocated vacuum pumps completely
liquid ring vacuum pump 904 series
nash directindustry - Feb 02 2023
web description liquid ring vacuum
pump large capacity 904 the nash 904
replaced the popular nash cl pump in
the 1980 s and can still be found
operating in plants around the globe
today capacities of the 904 pumps
range upward from about 2 700 acfm at
nash elmo nash elmo liquid ring
vacuum pumps - Jul 27 2022
web nash elmo liquid ring vacuum
pumps oil free in monoblock and close
coupled design characteristic curves
300 400 m3 h 600 50hz 150 200 161v
361v 100 131v 331v 80 121v 321v 60
111v 311v 40 101v 301v 30 71v 271v 20
15 10 70v 270v 8 6 4 61v 261v 3 2 60v
260v 1 5 6 10 20 161v 131v 121v 111v
101v 71v 70v 61v 60v
vacuum pump an overview sciencedirect
topics - Apr 23 2022

web typical capacity performance
curve for a process liquid ring
vacuum pump note that the vacuum is
expressed here as gauge referred to a
30 in hg barometer when 60 f seal
water is used for higher temperature
water the vacuum will not be as great
by permission from nash engineering
co
liquid ring compressors sc series
nash - May 05 2023
web high liquid carryover tolerance
side discharge to minimize chance of
flooded start self priming design may
allow elimination of booster pump in
recirculated systems our sc
compressor series delivers proven
performance with flexible
installation options reduced
maintenance requirements
all nash catalogs and technical
brochures directindustry - Aug 08
2023
web nash vacuum generator
electrically powered compressor nash
vacuum pump nash single stage vacuum
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pump oil injected compressor nash
lubricated vacuum generator nash
lubricated vacuum pump dry vacuum
pump compact vacuum generator compact
vacuum pump multi stage compressor
gas compressor high pressure
vectra xl data sheet english nash pdf
catalogs technical - Feb 19 2022
web gardner denver nash employs
advanced design technologies to
achieve optimum performance and
unprecedented production efficiencies
production efficiencies ultimately
passed on to our customers in the
form of unique value and unequaled
performance basic specifications
mechanical seals are standard on
stainless steel xl 35 xl 150 models
nash vacuum pumps and compressors
nash - Oct 10 2023
web nash medium capacity vacuum pumps
offer a highly powerful range of
single stage vacuum pumps for use in
diverse applications sc liquid ring
vacuum pumps compressors 2be1 liquid
ring vacuum pumps compressors vectra

gl liquid ring vacuum pumps
compressors vectra xl liquid ring
vacuum pumps
liquid ring vacuum pump performance
curves - Mar 03 2023
web oct 28 2021   performance curve
of liquid ring vacuum pump of
description different types of liquid
ring vacuum pump its suction volume
flow curve is related to the size of
the liquid ring pump suction cavity
and suction port when the suction
port is small the suction cavity is
relatively large with the suction
pressure increases the suction volume
2be4 and p2620 series liquid ring
vacuum pumps and - Nov 30 2022
web vacuum pumps which saves space
and installation costs nash 2be4 and
nash p2620 series pumps are amazingly
quiet during operation sound levels
of 72 to 85 db a measured at a
distance of 1 meter 3 3 ft from the
source have been recorded for even
the largest of the pump models nash
2be4 and nash p2620 series liquid
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